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- you can sew at it, stand and cut out at it and you can store in it!
3 great uses…imagine the possibilities..!

Tr

Fitted with our Horn Maxi air-lifter!
Ideal for the new extra large sewing machines, such as the Janome Horizon Range, Brother V
series, Bernina 800 series or Husqvarna Epic amongst many others but its not just for larger
machines its also ideal for any size of domestic sewing machine too!

Compact & mobile– the Tri-Star – folded away.

One side…

(Take a look at page 38 to see how the air-lift works)
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with this mode

Shown above with the machine down and the
solid filler piece (included) in place enabling the
Tri-Star to be used for many other applications.

information)
39 for more
(See page

The Tri-Star is the perfect centre island
for your craft room...
...the other side!











Gives you 3 essential uses– Sew at, work
at, store in!
The 4 Shelves and 5 drawers offer great
storage potential for your important
accessories and unfinished projects.
You can either stand and sew at it,
something that becoming more popular,
or sit and sew ideally with a tall chair due
to its height. Your foot control can be
placed inside the unit on the bottom shelf.
Or if a work surface is needed, your
machines is on a horn air- lifter, so you
can push your machine away to its
storage position fit the solid filler supplied
and now use your table for pretty much
anything!
Super sturdy with 9 castors, 5 being of a
heavy duty commercial construction
which can lock if needed. These are fitted
to the main body as well as 4 standard
castors, one fitted to each door, for extra
support. This also give’s easy mobility
regardless of the stored weight.
Arrives in a ‘ready to assemble’ form
making it ideal to build up in awkward or
hard to get to locations in the home.

A handy cable port is fitted to the side of the
cabinet for improved cable management

Pictured above from the other side this shows
the Tri- Star’s huge amount of storage space.
Stand and work with everything to hand.

91.5cm
/ 36ins !

Stand and
store one side,
work your sewing
machine from the
other!
180.5cm

Designed to stand or sit at.
Centre of needle sewing position.
Ideal for all sewing, quilting & craft applications.

Puts everything
in one place at
your fingertips

79.5cm

46cm

93.5cm
46cm

91.5cm

81.5cm

Colour Chart

A large table top surface of
80cm(71ins) by 79cm(31ins)
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Beech, White

A Horn hobby ‘Tall’ chair makes an
ideal companion to this unit!
(Take a look at page 35 to see one)

CLOSED - WIDE 93.5cm (38¾”) DEEP 79.5cm (31 ½’’)
HIGH 91.5cm (36”)

Please note that due to its size, this unit arrives in a ‘ready to assemble’ form. MODEL 3012. Price includes flatbed inset
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